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THE ALPINE CLUB PHOTOGRAPHIC··. 
EXHIBITION, 1951 

I 
HIS was .an exhibition of high standard and ·sustained interest, 
from which no aspect of Club activity was left unrepresented .: 
the Alps, the distant ranges, climbers in action and in repose, 

the portrait and the still-life, all were to be seen in monochrome and 
colour, on paper and through film, and even in the third dimension; 
and withal some freehand work· to show how it really ought to be done. 
In ·marked and welcome contrast .with the last exhibition, more good 
prints were sent than could be hung, nor could any few be held to 
stand out pre-eminently. . 

As a group, however, Count Ugo di Vallepiana's panel of six prints 
set a standard of its own : sensitive in composition · and flawless in 
technical excellence each rather too small to . deal alone with .a large 
landscape they formed together an harmonious whole to which one 
cpuld return with pleasure again and again. With profit too ·; . their 
delicate and perfectly controlled values of tone pointed elsewhere and 
only too strongly to a common fault : _there were too many prints with 
large featureless areas of pure black and unstained white. : Tradi
tionally, ' soot and whitewash ' tells of a negative that has been exposed 
too little and developed too much ; but there is no doubt that since 
the advent of the miniature camera many a good negative, in the 
meretricious names of' brilliance' and ' detail,' has been made to give 
birth to a too contrasty print. The worker in small formats, except 
when the lighting is especially favourable, is nearly always faced with 
the choice between ' brilliance ' and ' tone.' There is not a gre.at 
enough reserve of detail in his tiny film to contrive a paper presentation 
that combines both fineness of detail and the softness needed for a 
long scale of true tones, and unless some such ' dodge ' as differential 
printing is adopted he has to make a compromise. Apart from the 
consideration that Hanging Committees regard harsh prints as fair 
game for filling up remote wall space, a comparison with Count di 
Vallepiana's group should convince us that this option should be 
exercised always towards ' ton~ ' and · away from ' detail.' 

Mr. H. McArthur's' Aiguille Verte 'and' Dent d'Herens,' both good 
pictures, suffered from this defect, and in Mr. Side's interesting 
and popular ' Geant Glacier from the Aiguille du Tacul ' the unre
lieved whites were particularly noticeable ; we thought too that Mr. 
McArthur's over-brilliant ' Matterhorn from the Zinal Rothorn ' was 
wrongly chosen in favour of a softer print of the saine subject, not 
hung. 'Mont Mallet' by Mr. Scott was strongly lit, and hard 
treatment here could be accepted. ' Vajolet Towers' showed what 
Mr. McArthur can do with a subject that does not tempt to brilliance: 
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a perfect print with the fine quality of an engraving. Now look again 
at Count di Vallepiana's group. 

All six prints are studies of ice and snow, yet between them they 
show only one patch of unsilvered paper, a few millimetres square : a 
tiny spark of sun-caught snow on the Brouillard ridge, thrown up like 
the catch-light in a pretty vyoman's eye. Elsewhere snow and ice .hold 
a tone always darker than the mount, gaining rather than losing in 
effect thereby. Other pictures making .their chief appeal .through 
good rendering of tone were Mr. A. D. B. Side's 'Aiguilles du Dru, 
Verte and Moine,' Major J. 0. M. Roberts' three Himalayan scenes; 
Mr. Hartog's ' Todi' another beautiful engraving black and Mrs. 
Emery's view from the Fiinffingerspitze, a wide and delicate landscape ; 
and in all Mr. Goodfellow's entries .it was implicit. Almost any device 
is justifiable to preserve some tone in extensive high-light areas, for 
good greys are thus assured. One of the best is to bury the blacks, 
which can be done quite decently when they do not cover too great an 
area. Mr. Goodfellow's 'Grandes Jorasses' and Mr. M. G. Cox's 

. ' Entonnoir ' were high quality examples of this simple device. To 
turn now to individual work. 

Mr. M. G. Cox's entries attracted much admiration: 'Haut 
Glacier de Mont Mine,' ' Petit Clocher de Planereuse,' and ' Leut-

. schachthal ' were good studies in the vertical and the horizontal ; but 
' Entonnoir,' much praised for its print quality, and an excellent com
position, had high lights deep enough to equivocate as between snow and 
grass. Though not so dramatic as this last, and hung high, ' Wandfluh ' 
was perhaps his best. 

Mr. Goodfellow continues to maintain a standard of sound achieve
ment ; besides ' Schallihorn,' one of the few action pictures, and 
' Grandes Jorasses ' we mention ' Lysjoch,' a study in ~he ellipse, and 
the welcome and well-done snapshot of Joseph Knubel. 

Capt. Pelham-Burn showed 'Trient,' and ' Mountain Stream,' a 
cool and refreshing distraction from the usual ; and Mr. D. F. K. 
Gaunt's large sepias of Jungfrau and Mont Collon were welcome for 
their relief from too much snow-gazing; they showed what fine tech
nique can do with views for which there is, alas, no other word than 
hackneyed. Major J. 0. M. Robert's young laughing Cavalier made 
another pleasant rest-point for the dazzled eye. 

Mr. C. D. Milner is our link with the mountain Pictorialis~s; for 
him, as for them, mountain forms are the raw material for essays in 
abstract beauty. He can go further than most of us along the aesthetic 
path, and put t~e stamp of individuality more firmly on his work. Yet 
there is no conflict of personality as between the man and the mountain : 
in his hands the mountain retains its dominance and the photographer 
his artistic integrity ; ' Alpine Sunrise ' and ' Storm Wrack ' are 
finished examples of his craft. Less masterly perhaps were 'Glacier 
de Seleinas,' in sepia to point the baleful light, and 'Aiguilles Dorees.' · 
We thought' Zwolferkofel ' to be the best portrait of a rock peak in the 
show, and hung too high. 
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Studies of mountain action in situations of climbing exposure are 
becoming a neglected art ; following a phase of over-indulgence during 
the early days of British climbing-cum-photography a reaction may 
have set in against what was regarded as pandering to the sensational 
side of popular taste, and the kind of picture whose sublime object 
s~emed to be to let the punishment fit the climb. This is a pity, for 
such photographs can be splendid-; good ones are hard to take, and 
a fine test, and surely the walls of this Club are the place to hang them ; 
if the layman sees only that the ~rag is being clasped with crooked 
hands, the climber can look beyond the picture to the azure world that 
rings his stance ; there is nothing vulgar in this . 

There is a distinction between a picture of action and a landscape . 
with figures~ but they may be dealt with together. · Mr. Bernard Pierre 
specialises in shots taken at an angle exceeding ninety degrees to the 
horizontal ; his foreground then becomes background and consists 
usually of a rope expanding rapidly and rushing out at the top of the 
picture, but in reality (as opposed to surreality) hanging down vertically 
outside him. Compared with this order of the macabre, ' La Civetta ' 
is almost bashfully orthodox, yet it was the best true action picture in 
the show. Mr. Goodfellow's 'Descent from the Schallihorn' was an 
essay in the grand style of his I 949 ' Finteraarhorn,' but without its 
wind-borne genius ; the figures were not integrated ; you saw two 
men: not a pair. In 'Weisshorn,' Colonel J. Hunt, and 'Sud
lenspitz,' Professor V. W. Dix, we were shown gendarmes attractively 
lit and perfectly presented, the former decorated by a well planned 
figure, the latter per~aps handicapped by an uncertain one at the top. 
' On the Schalligrat,' C. F. Dixon, and our old friend' Ada:Qg Kamin,' 
,Mrs. E. A. Emery, complete this short list. 

Whatever we may think about photography in colour few of us who . 
were present at Frank Smythe's talk on the Canadian Rockies, Mr. W. H. 
Murray'-s on Garhwal and Kumaon, or Mr. C. D.lVIilner's wonderfully 
educative display of transparencies last November would deny that, in 
the best hands and at suitable levels, a show of projected colour slides 
forms the id~al accompaniment to a talk on mountain travel (as opposed 
to climbing), or that its only rival is projected -colour in motion. But 
in an exhibition, or for quiet contemplation, the colour slide, and still 
more the print, is an uncertain trumpet. There is, or ought to be, an 
aesthetic law stating that the closer an art-representation approximates 
to its prototype, the more obvious are the residual discrepancies 
liable to become (simply a corollary, perhaps, of the well known ' an 
art form succeeds because of its limitations, not in spite of them ') ; the 
addition of colour, as of a third dimension, can be a two-edged sword. 
In Mr. Kirstein's prints one felt that ·the most successful were depic
tions of domestic interest, scoring on grounds of imitation rather than 
i~terpretation. Where colour and the third dimension are combined 
the double knife-edge is sharper still, but Mr. Goodfellow's' Darjeeling ' 
brought it off~ and was charming. One thing is certain ; it is unfair 
to judge tiny slides unprojected ; this reviewer at any rate had neither 
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a strong enough lens nor a strong enough imagination to attempt the 
task. The enterprise was a good one, and the two show-cases a 
focus of constant interest. · 

Mr. Coddington and the reviewer matched their three-dimensional 
hobby horses against each other, to the advantage of the former in. the 
opinion of the latter. We both agree to look down on Mr. Goodfellow's 
stereos as too small for serious consideration, or satisfactory optical 
adjustment, but we are annoyed that we cannot yet use colour in_ our 
larger format. 

In art, as in ., sailing o'er life's ocean wave,' it is a disadvantage to 
have ' a heart that does _not know its mind .. ' To be good., a .picture 
must say something definite about something, and we think our 
pictures in this Exhibition did. We are not all Pictorialists, but if the 
standard of execution can be raised a little to reach the standard of 
interest, we shall not fear the rivalry of Conduit Street or Prince's 
Gate. 

• G. N. CARRELL • 

II 

This was primarily an exhibition of photographs, and it is difficult 
to say much about the few paintings ; but with the exception of the 
works of Cecil Hunt and G. E. Rose all suffered from a certain super
ficiality of approach and hardness of execution. The outward appear- . 
ance of the mountains was more or less accurately copied without much 
attempt to get at the atmosphere and feeling of them and of the day, 
and the medium not always used to the best advantage. 

Cecil Hunt's two paintings were, as usual, full of space and atmo
sphere, with great depth, and the most made of the possib~lities of the 
medium. G. E. Rose has a very good feeling for the mountains, and 
for the light, and his study of the' Poschiavo Valley' in particular had 
a directness and simplicity of statement that was most stimulating. 
He manages to capture the glow of warm sunlight of an early spring 
day extremely well, and his use of colour is subtle and effective. I 
would very much like to see more work of his on a larger scale, and 
more effectively mounted and framed. 

Though mountains are solid things, they are, even on the most 
perfect of cloudless days, deeply in ' atmosphere,' and I question very 
much whether, except in the hands of a most expert painter, oil is an 
entirely suitable medium. And even so, it has to be very lightly 
handled, since particularly with snow there is a tendency for it to look 
as if squeezed out of a tooth-paste tube and not the airy, crystalline 
matter we know it to be. Segantini is the only painter I can think of 
who has handled snow successfully. For most people, I feel that water
colour is the ideal medium for mountains, whether summer or winter, 
rock or snow, and no one has illustrated this point better than E. ·T. 
Compton, who has captured the spirit of the mountains better than 
any artist I have ever seen, and yet given them solidity. 

Oil is not a good medium for attempts at rendering a sunrise or the 
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Alpengliihn, for which water-colour is the best, nor can it give the 
same transparency to shadows in snow. It is at the best of times apt 
to be heavy, even when brush strokes are broken up ' en pointilliste,' 
and can never give the same crispness as water-colour. Also for the 
climber, who as a rule has neither the time for long oil sketches nor 
the space to spare for heavy equipment (not to mention wet canvases), 
water-colour is ideal. Often a much more effective rendering of the 
spirit of the mountains can be given in a · ten-minute water-colour 
sketch on the spot, and in any case .such a sketch, with a few special 
notes, -can more effectively be worked out .at leisure later 'in the valley 
or in the studio. · 

C. W. WYATT. 
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